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\textbf{ABSTRACT:} A search for \( CP \) violation using \( T \)-odd correlations is performed using the four-body \( D^0 \to K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^- \) decay, selected from semileptonic \( B \) decays. The data sample corresponds to integrated luminosities of 1.0 fb\(^{-1}\) and 2.0 fb\(^{-1}\) recorded at the centre-of-mass energies of 7 TeV and 8 TeV, respectively. The \( CP \)-violating asymmetry \( a_T^{\text{odd}} \) is measured to be \( (0.18 \pm 0.29 \text{ (stat)} \pm 0.04 \text{ (syst)}) \% \). Searches for \( CP \) violation in different regions of phase space of the four-body decay, and as a function of the \( D^0 \) decay time, are also presented. No significant deviation from the \( CP \) conservation hypothesis is found.
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1 Introduction

Violation of the \(CP\) symmetry in charm decays is expected to be very small in the Standard Model (SM) [1, 2], however, asymmetries at a few times \(10^{-3}\) within the SM cannot be excluded according to recent calculations [3–5]. A significant excess of \(CP\) violation (\(CPV\)) with respect to the theoretical predictions would be a signature of physics beyond the SM. The study of \(CPV\) in singly Cabibbo-suppressed charm decays is uniquely sensitive to physics beyond the SM, in particular through new contributions in strong penguin and chromomagnetic dipole operators [2]. The analysis of singly Cabibbo-suppressed \(D^0 \to K^+K^−\pi^+\pi^−1\) decays allows localised \(CPV\) in different regions of phase space to be probed. This approach enhances the sensitivity due to several interfering amplitudes with different relative strong phases contributing to the decay.

The analysis in ref. [6] quotes a \(p\)-value of 9.1\% for the compatibility with the \(CP\) conservation hypothesis, using \(D^*\)-tagged promptly-produced \(D^0\) mesons. In the present analysis, a sample of \(D^0 \to K^+K^−\pi^+\pi^-\) decays, selected from semileptonic \(B\) decays, is used to measure a \(CP\)-violating parameter based on \(T\)-odd correlations characterised by different sensitivity to \(CPV\) [7, 8]. Using triple products of final state particle momenta in the \(D^0\) centre-of-mass frame, \(C_T \equiv \vec{p}_{K^+} \cdot (\vec{p}_{\pi^+} \times \vec{p}_{\pi^-})\) for \(D^0\) and \(\bar{C}_T \equiv \vec{p}_{K^-} \cdot (\vec{p}_{\pi^-} \times \vec{p}_{\pi^+})\) for \(\bar{D}^0\) decays, two \(T\)-odd observables,

\[
A_T \equiv \frac{\Gamma_{D^0}(C_T > 0) - \Gamma_{D^0}(C_T < 0)}{\Gamma_{D^0}(C_T > 0) + \Gamma_{D^0}(C_T < 0)}, \quad \bar{A}_T \equiv \frac{\Gamma_{\bar{D}^0}(-C_T > 0) - \Gamma_{\bar{D}^0}(-C_T < 0)}{\Gamma_{\bar{D}^0}(-C_T > 0) + \Gamma_{\bar{D}^0}(-C_T < 0)},
\]

(1.1)

\^{1}Throughout this paper the use of charge conjugate reactions is implied, unless otherwise indicated.
can be studied [9], where $\Gamma_{D^0}$ ($\Gamma_{\bar{D}^0}$) is the partial decay width of $D^0$ ($\bar{D}^0$) decays to $K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-$ in the indicated $C_T$ ($\bar{C}_T$) range. However, because final state interaction (FSI) effects could introduce fake asymmetries [9, 10], these are not theoretically clean $CP$-violating observables. A well defined $CP$-violating observable is

$$a_{CP}^{T-odd} \equiv \frac{1}{2}(A_T - \bar{A}_T),$$

(1.2)
as FSI effects cancel out in the difference. In contrast to the asymmetry between the phase-space integrated rates in a $D^0 \to V_1V_2$ decay (where $V_i$ indicates a vector meson), $a_{CP}^{T-odd}$ is sensitive to $CP$ violation in interference between even- and odd- partial waves of the $V_1V_2$ system [7].

Previous measurements of $a_{CP}^{T-odd}$ are compatible with no $CPV$: FOCUS measured $a_{CP}^{T-odd} = (1.0 \pm 5.7 \pm 3.7)\%$ [11], and BaBar measured $a_{CP}^{T-odd} = (0.10 \pm 0.51 \pm 0.44)\%$ [12]. The physics observables, $A_T$, $\bar{A}_T$, and $a_{CP}^{T-odd}$ are by construction insensitive to $D^0/\bar{D}^0$ production asymmetries, detector- and reconstruction-induced charge asymmetries. The measurement described in this paper determines the $CP$-violating observable $a_{CP}^{T-odd}$ with an improved precision. For the first time, $a_{CP}^{T-odd}$ is measured in different regions of phase space and in bins of $D^0$ decay time, allowing to probe for $CP$ violation both in the decay amplitude and in its interference with the mixing amplitude.

2 Detector

The LHCb detector [13] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range $2 < \eta < 5$, designed for the study of particles containing $b$ or $c$ quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region [14], a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes [15] placed downstream of the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of momentum, $p$, with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.4% at low momentum to 0.6% at 100 GeV/c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex, the impact parameter, is measured with a resolution of $(15 + (29 \text{ GeV/c})/p_T) \mu m$, where $p_T$ is the component of $p$ transverse to the beam. Different types of charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors [16]. Photon, electron and hadron candidates are identified by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers [17]. The trigger [18] consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a software stage, which applies a full event reconstruction.

Events are required to pass both hardware and software trigger selections. The software trigger identifies $D^0 \to K^+K^+\pi^-\pi^-$ (signal) and $D^0 \to K^-\pi^+\pi^-\pi^+$ (control sample) events from $B \to D^0\mu^-X$ decays, where $X$ indicates any system composed of charged and neutral particles, by requiring a four-track secondary vertex with a scalar sum of $p_T$ of the tracks.
greater than 1.8 GeV/c. The $D^0$ daughter tracks are required to have $p_T > 0.3$ GeV/c and momentum $p > 2$ GeV/c. The muon track is selected with $p_T > 1.2$ GeV/c and $p > 2$ GeV/c. Tracks have to be compatible with detached decay vertices of $B$ and $D^0$ decays. Therefore, a requirement is imposed for all the tracks in the signal candidate on the $\chi^2_{IP}$, i.e. the difference in $\chi^2$ of a given primary vertex reconstructed with and without the considered particle, to be greater than 9. The invariant mass of the $D^0\mu$ system is required to be less than 6.2 GeV/c$^2$.

In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia [19, 20] with a specific LHCb configuration [21]. Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [22]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector and its response are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [23, 24] as described in ref. [25].

3 Selection

The analysis is based on data recorded by the LHCb experiment, at center-of-mass energies of 7 TeV and 8 TeV, corresponding to integrated luminosities of 1.0 fb$^{-1}$ and 2.0 fb$^{-1}$, respectively.

The $D^0$ candidates are formed from combinations of kaon and pion candidate tracks and then combined with a muon candidate track to reconstruct the semileptonic $B$ decay. The flavour of the $D^0$ is identified by the charge of the muon, i.e. a negative charge identifies a $D^0$ meson and a positive charge identifies a $\bar{D}^0$ meson. The information from the RICH system is used to distinguish between kaons and pions, while the information from the muon system is used to identify muon candidates. The $D^0$ meson decay vertex is required to be downstream of the $B$ decay vertex. The invariant mass of the $D^0\mu$ system is required to be in the range [2.6, 5.2] GeV/c$^2$.

Two main sources of peaking background in $m(K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-)$, the reconstructed invariant mass of $D^0$ candidates, are present and consist of $D^0 \to K^0_S K^+ K^-$ decays, and $D^0 \to K^+ K^-\pi^+\pi^-$ decays from $D^0$ mesons that originate at the interaction point, referred to as “prompt” charm decays in the following. The small component of $D^0 \to K^0_S K^+ K^-$ events is vetoed by requiring the invariant mass of the $\pi^+\pi^-$ system to be more than $3\sigma$ away from the known $K^0_S$ mass [26], where $\sigma = 4.5$ MeV/c$^2$ is the resolution determined from the fit to data. The contribution of prompt charm decays is estimated by fitting the distribution of the logarithm of the $\chi^2_{IP}$ of the $D^0$ meson. The prompt component and the signal component from semileptonic $B$ decays accumulate at 0 and 5, respectively. The fraction of prompt $D^0$ decays in our sample is measured to be $f_{\text{prompt}} = (1.20 \pm 0.08)\%$ and the effect of its presence is accounted for as a systematic uncertainty. The distributions of $D^0$ decays where pions and kaons have not been correctly identified have been studied and do not peak in $m(K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-)$. When multiple candidates are reconstructed, one candidate per event is retained, by random choice. This happens in 0.7% of the events. The signal yield for $D^0 \to K^+ K^-\pi^+\pi^-$ from $B \to D^0\mu^- X$ decays, obtained from an extended maximum likelihood fit to the $m(K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-)$ distribution, is $(171.3 \pm 0.6) \times 10^3$ events with a sample purity of about 75%.
By using identical kinematic selection criteria as for the signal, Cabibbo-favoured
\( D^0 \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^-\pi^- \) decays are also reconstructed with a signal yield of about
\( 6.211 \times 10^6 \) and a purity of about 95%. These decays are used for control checks and for assessing
systematic uncertainties.

### 4 Asymmetry measurements

The selected data sample is split into four subsamples according to the charge of the
muon candidate, which determines the flavour of the \( D^0 \), and the sign of \( C_T \) (\( \bar{C}_T \)). The
reconstruction efficiencies are equal, within their uncertainties, for \( C_T > 0 \) (\( -\bar{C}_T > 0 \))
and for \( C_T < 0 \) (\( -\bar{C}_T < 0 \)) according to studies based on simulated events and on
the \( D^0 \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^-\pi^- \) control sample. A simultaneous maximum likelihood fit to the
\( m(K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-) \) distribution of the four subsamples is used to determine the number of
signal and background events, and the asymmetries \( A_T \) and \( \bar{A}_T \). The fit model consists of
two Gaussian functions with common mean for the signal and an exponential function for
the background. The two asymmetries \( A_T \) and \( \bar{A}_T \) are included in the fit model as

\[
\begin{align*}
N_{D^0, C_T > 0} &= \frac{1}{2} N_{D^0}(1 + A_T), \\
N_{D^0, C_T < 0} &= \frac{1}{2} N_{D^0}(1 - A_T), \\
N_{\bar{D}^0, -C_T > 0} &= \frac{1}{2} N_{\bar{D}^0}(1 + \bar{A}_T), \\
N_{\bar{D}^0, -C_T < 0} &= \frac{1}{2} N_{\bar{D}^0}(1 - \bar{A}_T).
\end{align*}
\] (4.1)

The \( \text{CP} \)-violating asymmetry \( a^{T-\text{odd}}_{CP} \) is then calculated from \( A_T \) and \( \bar{A}_T \). Negligible correlation
is found between these two asymmetries. The results of the fit are shown in figure 1.

The number of signal decays for each subsample are listed in table 1.

Three different approaches have been followed to search for \( \text{CPV} \): a measurement
integrated over the phase space, measurements in different regions of phase space, and
measurements as a function of the \( D^0 \) decay time. The results of the first approach
are obtained by fitting the full data sample and are \( A_T = (-7.18 \pm 0.41)\% \), and \( \bar{A}_T = (-7.55 \pm 0.41)\% \), where the uncertainties are statistical only. The \( \text{CP} \)-violating asymmetry
calculated from the two partial asymmetries is \( a^{T-\text{odd}}_{CP} = (0.18 \pm 0.29)\% \).
The relatively large asymmetries observed in $A_{T}$ and $\bar{A}_{T}$ are due to FSI effects $[9, 10]$, which are known to be relevant in charm mesons decays. These effects are difficult to predict, since they involve non-perturbative strong interactions $[27]$. However, experimental measurements provide solid anchor points for future calculations.

The measurement in different regions of the phase space is performed by dividing the sample using a binning scheme based on the Cabibbo-Maksimowicz $[28]$ variables $m_{K^{+}K^{-}}$, $m_{\pi^{+}\pi^{-}}$, $\cos(\theta_{K^{+}})$, $\cos(\theta_{\pi^{+}})$, $\Phi$, defined as the $K^{+}K^{-}$ and $\pi^{+}\pi^{-}$ invariant masses, the cosine of the angle of the $K^{+}$ ($\pi^{+}$) with respect to the opposite direction to the $D^{0}$ momentum in the $K^{+}K^{-}$ ($\pi^{+}\pi^{-}$) rest frame, and the angle between the planes described by the two kaons and pions in the $D^{0}$ rest frame, respectively.

The background-subtracted distributions for $D^{0}$ ($\bar{D}^{0}$) events with $C_{T} > 0$ and $C_{T} < 0$ ($-C_{T} > 0$ and $-C_{T} < 0$) in $m_{\pi^{+}\pi^{-}}$ and $m_{K^{+}K^{-}}$ are shown in figure 2. The background subtraction is performed using $m(K^{+}K^{-}\pi^{+}\pi^{-})$ sidebands. Clear indications of $\rho^{0} \rightarrow \pi^{+}\pi^{-}$
Figure 2. Sideband-subtracted distributions of $D^0$ ($\bar{D}^0$) candidates in variables of (a, b) $m_{\pi^+\pi^-}$ and (c, d) $m_{K^+K^-}$ for different values of $C_T$ ($\bar{C}_T$). The veto for $D^0 \rightarrow K^0_SK^+_SK^-$ decays is visible in the $m_{\pi^+\pi^-}$ distribution. Effects of CPV would lead to different distributions for $D^0$ and $\bar{D}^0$ events.

The phase space is divided in 32 regions such that the number of signal events is similar in each region; the definition of the 32 regions is reported in table 3 in appendix A. The same fit model used for the integrated measurement is separately fitted to data in each bin. The signal shapes are consistent among different bins, while significant variations are found in the distribution of the combinatorial background. The distributions of the measured asymmetries in the 32-region binning scheme are shown in figure 4 and the results are reported in table 4 in appendix A.

The compatibility with the CP conservation hypothesis is tested by means of a $\chi^2$ test, where the $\chi^2$ is defined as $R^T V^{-1} R$, where $R$ is the array of $a^{T-odd}_{CP}$ measurements, and $V^{-1}$ is the inverse of the covariance matrix $V$, defined as the sum of the statistical and systematic covariance matrices. An average systematic uncertainty, whose evaluation is discussed in section 5, is assumed for the different bins. The statistical uncertainties are considered uncorrelated among the bins, while systematic uncertainties are assumed to be fully correlated. The contribution of systematic uncertainties is small compared to the statistical ones, as shown in table 2. The results are consistent with the CP conservation
Figure 3. Sideband-subtracted distributions of $D^0$ ($\bar{D}^0$) candidates in variables of (a, b) $\cos(\theta_{K^+})$, (c, d) $\cos(\theta_{\pi^+})$, and (e, f) $\Phi$ for different values of $C_T$ ($\bar{C}_T$). The asymmetric distributions with respect to 0 for $\cos(\theta_{K^+})$ and $\cos(\theta_{\pi^+})$ variables, and with respect to $\pi/2$ for the $\Phi$ variable, are due to the dynamics of the four-body decay.

The hypothesis with a $p$-value of 74%, based on $\chi^2/\text{ndf} = 26.4/32$, where ndf is the number of degrees of freedom. Four alternative binning schemes, one with 8 regions and three with 16 regions, are also tested. These are described in appendix A. Results are compatible with the $CP$ conservation hypothesis with a $p$-value of 24% for the case of 8 regions and 28%, 62%, 82% for the three different phase space divisions in 16 regions. The $A_T$ and $\bar{A}_T$ asymmetries are significantly different among the different regions. This effect can be explained by the rich resonant structure of the hadronic four-body decay [30] that produces different FSI effects over the phase space.
Figure 4. Distributions of the asymmetry parameters (a) $A_T$, (b) $\bar{A}_T$ and (c) $a^{T}_{CP,\text{odd}}$ in 32 regions of the phase space.

Figure 5. Distributions of the asymmetry parameters (a) $A_T$, (b) $\bar{A}_T$ and (c) $a^{T}_{CP,\text{odd}}$ as a function of the $D^0$ decay time. For $a^{T}_{CP,\text{odd}}$, the value of the $\chi^2/\text{ndf}$ for the CP conservation hypothesis, represented by a dashed line, is also quoted. The scale is broken for the first and last bin.

The $a^{T}_{CP,\text{odd}}$ distribution in $D^0$ decay time is shown in figure 5 and the results for the different decay time bins are reported in table 5 in appendix B. The compatibility with the CP conservation hypothesis is verified by means of a $\chi^2$ test considering statistical and systematic uncertainties as in the previous case; a value of $\chi^2/\text{ndf} = 1.3/4$ is obtained, corresponding to a $p$-value of 86%. Consistent results are obtained when using different divisions of the decay time in 3 and 5 intervals compatible with the CP conservation hypothesis with $p$-values of 92% and 83%, respectively. This result is consistent with no time-dependent CPV. The $A_T$ and $\bar{A}_T$ asymmetry parameters do not show any significant dependence as a function of the decay time, and the results are compatible with constant functions with $p$-values of 80% and 38%, respectively.

5 Systematic uncertainties

The sources of systematic uncertainty and their relative contributions to the total uncertainty are listed in table 2.

The contamination from prompt $D^0$ decays affects the asymmetry $A$ according to $A \to A(1 - f) + f A^d$, where $f$ is the fraction of the contamination in the selected sample.
Table 2. Considered sources of systematic uncertainty and their relative contributions to the total uncertainty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>(\Delta A_T(%))</th>
<th>(\Delta \bar{A}_T(%))</th>
<th>(\Delta a_{CP}^{T\text{-odd}}(%))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prompt background</td>
<td>±0.09 ±0.08</td>
<td>±0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector bias</td>
<td>±0.04 ±0.04</td>
<td>±0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_T) resolution</td>
<td>±0.02 ±0.03</td>
<td>±0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fit model</td>
<td>±0.01 ±0.01</td>
<td>±0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavour misidentification</td>
<td>±0.08 ±0.07</td>
<td>±0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>±0.13 ±0.12</td>
<td>±0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and \(A^d\) is its own asymmetry. The uncertainties are evaluated by using as input the fraction \(f_{\text{prompt}}\) and the asymmetries of the prompt charm sample. These events correspond to random combinations of muons with \(D^0\) originating at the primary vertex and show no significant evidence of correlation between the flavour of the \(D^0\) and the charge of the muon. Assuming that the flavour mistag rate for the prompt \(D^0\) and \(\bar{D}^0\) samples is 0.5, these are related to the signal asymmetries as: \(A^d_T = a_{\text{odd}}^{T_{CP}}\), \(\bar{A}^d_T = -a_{\text{odd}}^{T_{CP}}\), and \(a_{\text{odd}}^{T_{CP}} = a_{\text{odd}}^{T_{CP}}\).

The detector bias is tested by measuring \(a_{\text{odd}}^{T_{CP}}(D^0 \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^-\pi^+)\) on the \(D^0 \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^+\pi^-\) control sample. In this case, a kinematic selection is required between the pair of pions with identical charge to define the \(C_T\) and \(\bar{C}_T\) triple products. The pion with higher momentum is used to calculate the triple product. Since this is a Cabibbo-favoured decay, the \(CP\)-violating effects are assumed to be negligible, and any significant deviation from zero is considered as a bias introduced by the experimental technique and the detector reconstruction. The asymmetry obtained on the control sample is compatible with no bias, \(a_{\text{odd}}^{T_{CP}}(D^0 \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^-\pi^+) = (0.05 \pm 0.04\)%). A systematic uncertainty equal to the statistical uncertainty of this measurement is assigned. The test was repeated for different regions of phase space with consistent results.

The systematic uncertainty from detector resolution on \(C_T\) is estimated from a simulated sample of \(D^0 \rightarrow K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-\) decays where neither FSI nor \(CP\)-violating effects are present. The difference between the reconstructed and generated asymmetry is considered as a systematic uncertainty due to this effect.

The fit models for signal and background are modified, ensuring good fit quality, to account for model-dependent uncertainties. The signal shape is described with a Gaussian function plus a second Gaussian function with a low-mass power-law tail. The background is described with a third-order polynomial function. Alternative models are fitted to the data and for each model 1000 simulated samples are generated according to fit results. The nominal model is then fitted to the simulated samples and the asymmetry parameters are extracted. Since the bias is not significantly different from zero, its statistical uncertainty is taken as the systematic uncertainty due to this source.

Wrongly identified muon candidates could affect the \(CP\)-violating asymmetry as

\[
a_{\text{odd}}^{T_{CP}} \rightarrow a_{\text{odd}}^{T_{CP}} - \Delta \omega / 2(A_T + \bar{A}_T),
\]

(5.1)
where $\Delta \omega \equiv \omega^+ - \omega^-$ is the difference between the probability of assigning a wrong $D^0$ ($\omega^+$) and $\bar{D}^0$ ($\omega^-$) flavour. Similar considerations enable the estimation of the uncertainty on $A_T$ ($\bar{A}_T$) as $(A_T + \bar{A}_T)\omega^+ ((A_T + \bar{A}_T)\omega^-)$. The mistag probabilities are measured by reconstructing the double-tagged decay channel $B \rightarrow D^* \mu^- X$, with $D^{*+} \rightarrow D^0 \pi^+$ and $D^0 \rightarrow K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-$, and calculating the fraction of events for which the charge of the muon is identical to the charge of the soft pion from $D^{*+}$ decay. Mistag probabilities of $\omega^+ = (5.2 \pm 1.0) \times 10^{-3}$ and $\omega^- = (4.7 \pm 1.0) \times 10^{-3}$ are measured for $D^0$ and $\bar{D}^0$ flavour, respectively.

Since the various contributions to the systematic uncertainty are independent, the total uncertainty is obtained by summing them in quadrature, and it is very small. In particular, the $a_{CP}^{T-odd}$ observable is insensitive to the production asymmetry of $D^0$ and $\bar{D}^0$ and to reconstruction-induced charge asymmetries. Further cross-checks are made for establishing the stability of the results with respect to the different periods of data taking, different magnet polarities, the choice made in the selection of multiple candidates, and the effect of selection through particle identification criteria. All these tests reported effects compatible to statistical fluctuations, and therefore are not included in the systematic uncertainty.

The total systematic uncertainties reported in table 2 are used for the measurement of the asymmetries in all regions of phase space and in all bins of $D^0$ decay time.

6 Conclusions

In conclusion, a search for CPV in $D^0 \rightarrow K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-$ decays produced in $B \rightarrow D^0 \mu^- X$ transitions has been performed. The data sample consists of about 171 300 signal decays. Three different approaches have been followed to exploit the full potential of the data: a measurement integrated over the phase space, measurements in different regions of the phase space, and measurements as a function of the $D^0$ decay time.

The results from the phase space integrated measurement,

$$A_T = (-7.18 \pm 0.41(stat) \pm 0.13(syst))\%,$$
$$\bar{A}_T = (-7.55 \pm 0.41(stat) \pm 0.12(syst))\%,$$
$$a_{CP}^{T-odd} = (0.18 \pm 0.29(stat) \pm 0.04(syst))\%,$$

are consistent with those measured in ref. [12], with significantly improved statistical and systematic uncertainties. The evaluation of the systematic uncertainties is based mostly on high statistics control samples.

An analysis of the asymmetries in different regions of the phase space is made for the first time and the results are consistent with CP conservation. Relatively large variations of $A_T$ and $\bar{A}_T$ over the phase space are measured, which are due to FSI effects produced in the rich resonant structure of the decay [29, 30]. For the first time the $a_{CP}^{T-odd}$ asymmetry is measured as a function of the $D^0$ decay time and does not show any significant structure at the observed sensitivity. These results further constrain extensions of the SM [2].
Table 3. Definition of the 32 regions of the five-dimensional phase space of the four-body $D^0 \rightarrow K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-$ decay.

A Measured asymmetries in regions of phase space

The definitions of the 32 regions of phase space of the four-body $D^0 \rightarrow K^+K^-\pi^+\pi^-$ decay are reported in table 3. The measurements in each region of phase space for the $a_{T}^{CP}$, $A_T$, and $\bar{A}_T$ are reported in table 4.

The alternative binning schemes with 8 and 16 bins have been defined by integrating over $\cos(\theta_{K^+})$ and $\cos(\theta_{\pi^+})$ (8 bins), $\cos(\theta_{\pi^+})$ (16 bins), $\cos(\theta_{K^+})$ (16 bins), and by using mass variables ($m_{K^-\pi^+}$, $m_{K^+K^-\pi^+}$, $m_{K^-\pi^+\pi^-}$) in place of the angular variables (16 bins).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region 1</th>
<th>Region 2</th>
<th>Region 3</th>
<th>Region 4</th>
<th>Region 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_{CP}^{T-odd}) (%)</td>
<td>(-0.51 \pm 1.53)</td>
<td>(0.43 \pm 1.84)</td>
<td>(1.36 \pm 1.42)</td>
<td>(-0.77 \pm 1.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_T) (%)</td>
<td>(6.25 \pm 2.21)</td>
<td>(5.54 \pm 2.59)</td>
<td>(20.51 \pm 1.98)</td>
<td>(5.33 \pm 2.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{A}_T) (%)</td>
<td>(7.28 \pm 2.10)</td>
<td>(4.68 \pm 2.61)</td>
<td>(17.79 \pm 2.04)</td>
<td>(6.87 \pm 2.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region 6</th>
<th>Region 7</th>
<th>Region 8</th>
<th>Region 9</th>
<th>Region 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_{CP}^{T-odd}) (%)</td>
<td>(-0.73 \pm 1.81)</td>
<td>(0.01 \pm 1.43)</td>
<td>(0.32 \pm 1.45)</td>
<td>(1.26 \pm 1.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-26.04 \pm 2.54)</td>
<td>(-16.27 \pm 2.03)</td>
<td>(-17.99 \pm 2.06)</td>
<td>(-1.74 \pm 2.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{A}_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-24.59 \pm 2.58)</td>
<td>(-16.30 \pm 2.03)</td>
<td>(-18.63 \pm 2.04)</td>
<td>(-4.25 \pm 2.25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region 11</th>
<th>Region 12</th>
<th>Region 13</th>
<th>Region 14</th>
<th>Region 15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_{CP}^{T-odd}) (%)</td>
<td>(-0.01 \pm 1.48)</td>
<td>(0.02 \pm 1.56)</td>
<td>(-0.32 \pm 1.59)</td>
<td>(4.03 \pm 1.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_T) (%)</td>
<td>(15.32 \pm 2.07)</td>
<td>(-11.92 \pm 2.24)</td>
<td>(-33.55 \pm 2.26)</td>
<td>(-20.03 \pm 2.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{A}_T) (%)</td>
<td>(15.35 \pm 2.11)</td>
<td>(-11.96 \pm 2.18)</td>
<td>(-32.91 \pm 2.22)</td>
<td>(-28.09 \pm 2.64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region 16</th>
<th>Region 17</th>
<th>Region 18</th>
<th>Region 19</th>
<th>Region 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_{CP}^{T-odd}) (%)</td>
<td>(0.31 \pm 1.45)</td>
<td>(-2.43 \pm 1.64)</td>
<td>(-1.18 \pm 2.08)</td>
<td>(-1.19 \pm 1.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-7.63 \pm 2.06)</td>
<td>(7.42 \pm 2.28)</td>
<td>(-5.60 \pm 2.89)</td>
<td>(16.15 \pm 2.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{A}_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-8.25 \pm 2.05)</td>
<td>(12.28 \pm 2.35)</td>
<td>(-3.23 \pm 3.00)</td>
<td>(18.53 \pm 2.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region 21</th>
<th>Region 22</th>
<th>Region 23</th>
<th>Region 24</th>
<th>Region 25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_{CP}^{T-odd}) (%)</td>
<td>(0.82 \pm 1.57)</td>
<td>(2.52 \pm 1.82)</td>
<td>(0.55 \pm 1.41)</td>
<td>(1.06 \pm 1.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-11.50 \pm 2.22)</td>
<td>(-10.81 \pm 2.59)</td>
<td>(-15.90 \pm 1.96)</td>
<td>(-7.27 \pm 2.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{A}_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-13.15 \pm 2.21)</td>
<td>(-15.85 \pm 2.55)</td>
<td>(-17.00 \pm 2.02)</td>
<td>(-9.40 \pm 2.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region 26</th>
<th>Region 27</th>
<th>Region 28</th>
<th>Region 29</th>
<th>Region 30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_{CP}^{T-odd}) (%)</td>
<td>(-0.17 \pm 2.05)</td>
<td>(0.37 \pm 1.42)</td>
<td>(0.46 \pm 1.59)</td>
<td>(0.18 \pm 1.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-3.47 \pm 2.94)</td>
<td>(23.09 \pm 2.01)</td>
<td>(-3.37 \pm 2.26)</td>
<td>(-25.11 \pm 2.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{A}_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-3.13 \pm 2.87)</td>
<td>(22.34 \pm 2.02)</td>
<td>(-4.30 \pm 2.25)</td>
<td>(-25.47 \pm 2.25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region 31</th>
<th>Region 32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_{CP}^{T-odd}) (%)</td>
<td>(-2.30 \pm 1.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-18.51 \pm 2.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{A}_T) (%)</td>
<td>(-13.91 \pm 2.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Measurements of \(a_{CP}^{T-odd}\), \(A_T\) and \(\bar{A}_T\) in each region of phase space. The uncertainties are statistical only. A common systematic uncertainty of 0.13%, 0.12% and 0.04% should be added to the asymmetries \(A_T\), \(\bar{A}_T\) and \(a_{CP}^{T-odd}\), respectively. This uncertainty is considered fully correlated among the bins.
Table 5. Measurements of $a_{CP}^{T-\text{odd}}$, $A_T$ and $\overline{A}_T$ in different intervals of $D^0$ decay time, $t$, expressed in ps. The uncertainties are statistical only. A common systematic uncertainty of 0.13%, 0.12% and 0.04% should be added to the asymmetries $A_T$, $\overline{A}_T$ and $a_{CP}^{T-\text{odd}}$, respectively. This uncertainty is considered fully correlated among the bins.

### B Measured asymmetries in intervals of $D^0$ decay time

The values measured in 4 different intervals of the $D^0$ decay time for $a_{CP}^{T-\text{odd}}$, $A_T$, and $\overline{A}_T$ are reported in table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$[-1.00, 0.05]$</th>
<th>$[0.05, 0.10]$</th>
<th>$[0.10, 0.19]$</th>
<th>$[0.19, 4.00]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_{CP}^{T-\text{odd}}$ (%)</td>
<td>$0.51 \pm 0.62$</td>
<td>$-0.12 \pm 0.58$</td>
<td>$-0.02 \pm 0.56$</td>
<td>$0.42 \pm 0.56$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_T$ (%)</td>
<td>$-7.49 \pm 0.88$</td>
<td>$-6.67 \pm 0.81$</td>
<td>$-7.64 \pm 0.80$</td>
<td>$-6.84 \pm 0.79$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overline{A}_T$ (%)</td>
<td>$-8.51 \pm 0.87$</td>
<td>$-6.44 \pm 0.82$</td>
<td>$-7.60 \pm 0.79$</td>
<td>$-7.68 \pm 0.79$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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